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The inter- and intramolecular ordering of the trimetallic nitride endohedral fullerene Dy3N@C80 with
icosahedral cage symmetry Ih on Cu�111� has been studied by scanning tunneling microscopy and synchrotron-
based x-ray photoelectron diffraction �XPD�. Dy3N@C80 �Ih� is found to form ordered islands consisting of
domains of equally oriented molecules. As for C60 on the same substrate, the cage is facing with a hexagon
toward the surface, which is however slightly tilted for C80. The endohedral nitrogen atom remains at a
position close to the geometrical center of the cage. Resonant XPD on the MV edge shows that the encaged
Dy3N unit takes well-defined orientations with respect to the C80 cage and the Cu�111� substrate.
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Metal-containing endohedral fullerenes have attracted
great interest over the last decade due to their unique elec-
tronic properties associated with the charge transfer from the
endohedral metal complex to the carbon cage. Endohedral
fullerenes exhibit a variety of novel properties such as pecu-
liar redox- and electrochemical behavior, and luminescence
and nonlinear optical response.1 Furthermore, they represent
an interesting class of materials since they offer the opportu-
nity to study and possibly manipulate small clusters of en-
dohedral atoms, which might, for example, be applied in
future information storage devices. Due to the comparably
high production yields that can be achieved, research on en-
dohedral trimetallic nitride cluster �TNT� fullerenes2,3 has
increased in recent years.2,4–7 TNT endohedral fullerenes
have been shown to possess an endohedral ordering in con-
densed phases such as cocrystals.5,8 They have also been
shown to possess unique magnetic properties,7,9 motivating
their application in future memory storage devices. For such
applications, ordered arrays of endohedral units and the pos-
sibility to switch the orientation of the endohedral units to
store information are required. The self-assembly of TNT
endohedral fullerenes on surfaces has been analyzed previ-
ously by scanning tunneling microscopy �STM�.10–12 How-
ever, these studies have not addressed the issue of endohe-
dral ordering in the adsorbed state since this information is
not accessible by STM studies alone. On the other hand, the
position of the metal atom with respect to the cage of single-
atom endohedral metallofullerenes has been studied by x-ray
standing-wave techniques,13,14 without however simulta-
neously addressing the orientation of the cage.

In this Rapid Communication we present a detailed study
of �sub-�monolayers of the endohedral trimetallic nitride
cluster fullerene Dy3N@C80 �Ih� �Ref. 6� on Cu�111� �see
Fig. 1�. We show that the combination of STM and both
standard and resonant x-ray photoelectron diffraction �rXPD�
allows for a determination of the inter- and intramolecular

ordering. We find that Dy3N@C80 �Ih� forms an ordered su-
perstructure on this template, with both the cage and the
endohedral unit being ordered with respect to the substrate.

Angle-scanned x-ray photoelectron-diffraction experi-
ments were performed at the NearNode endstation of the
SIM beamline at the Swiss Light Source. Low-temperature
STM �LT-STM� measurements were conducted using an
Omicron LT-STM. Both systems were operated at ultra high-
vacuum conditions with base pressure below 2
�10−10 mbar. Dy3N@C80 �Ih� has been deposited from re-
sistively heated quartz/diamondlike carbon coated steel cru-
cibles held at about 770 K onto the sample, which was held
at room temperature. The substrate has been cleaned by stan-
dard Ar+-ion sputtering/annealing cycles prior to deposition
of the endohedral fullerene. XPD has been performed at
room temperature while STM data were acquired at 77 K.

STM measurements15 of submonolayers of Dy3N@C80
�Ih� on Cu�111� show that islands of the adsorbate grow out
from step edges on both the lower and upper terraces adja-
cent to the step. Locally, the orientation of the superstruc-
tures follows the orientation of the step edges as shown in
Fig. 2�a�. However, low-energy electron diffraction �LEED�
shows that at higher coverage �close to a complete mono-
layer�, a ��19��19�R�23.4° dominates with no other su-

FIG. 1. Model of Dy3N@C80 �Ih� adsorbed on Cu�111�. Carbon
atoms are shown in grayscale, while small white/gray filled circles
correspond to endohedral nitrogen/dysprosium atoms.
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perstructures spanning over dimensions to be visible in
LEED. The nearest-neighbor distances in the other super-
structures are—within the measurement error of STM—
equal to the ones within the long-range-ordered superstruc-
ture �1.1 nm�. High-resolution STM images show that within
islands of the �19 superstructure, three rotationally equiva-
lent molecular orientations are found. Equally oriented mol-
ecules form small domains of typically 5–15 molecules
within larger islands as shown in Figs. 2�b� and 2�c�.

A high-resolution image with clearly resolved intramo-
lecular structure is shown in Fig. 2�d�. Four protrusions per

molecule can be discerned. While the protrusions labeled 3
and 4 approximately have the same apparent height, this is
not the case for protrusions 1 and 2, with protrusion 1 ap-
pearing 0.2–0.3 Å higher. The particular intramolecular
contrast cannot be readily related to a molecular-orbital or
structural elements of the cage. However, it is possible to
derive possible adsorption orientations of the cage based on
symmetry considerations. The molecule appears to be sym-
metric with respect to the dashed lines passing through
maxima 1 and 2 �Fig. 2�d�� while the difference in apparent
height can be explained by a rotation of the cage around the
axis represented by the dashed line passing through maxima
3 and 4. Such a rotation would correspond to a tilt of the
cage with respect to a highly symmetric adsorption geom-
etry. Two adsorption geometries compatible with these sym-
metry considerations are given in Fig. 1�e� with the cage
facing toward the surface with a hexagon in both cases.
Since electronic and geometric effects cannot be clearly
separated by STM, a quantitative analysis of this tilt and
unambiguous determination of the adsorption geometry is
not possible by STM alone. In particular, STM does not yield
information on the endohedral ordering. We have therefore
complemented the STM results by an XPD study, a combi-
nation of techniques, which has previously been shown to
allow for a determination of the three-dimensional orienta-
tion of large organic adsorbates.16

C 1s- and N 1s-XPD patterns are shown in Figs. 3�a� and
3�c�. The C 1s-XPD pattern �Fig. 3�a�� of a monolayer of
Dy3N@C80 �Ih� bears some resemblance to the correspond-
ing pattern produced by a monolayer of C60 on the same
substrate.17 However, the pattern produced by the C80 cage is
rotated azimuthally by 30° compared to the case of C60, di-
rectly indicting that the adsorption orientation must be dif-
ferent for this type of fullerene. The large number of in-

FIG. 2. �Color online� STM images of Dy3N@C80 �Ih� on
Cu�111�. �a� Overview image showing the correlation between the
overlayer structure and the local step edge direction. Arrows point
to small patches of adsorbates, which adopt a superstructure differ-
ent from the dominant �19 superstructure. �b� Intramolecular con-
trast resolved STM image of a +23.4° island showing the formation
of small domains of equally oriented molecules within an island. �c�
Visualization of domains; colored �grayscale� STM image of the
area shown in �b�. �d� High-resolution STM image of two mol-
ecules, showing intramolecular contrast. Four protrusions per mol-
ecule can be identified. �e� Suggested models of C80 cage orienta-
tion compatible with the symmetry of the intramolecular features
from �d�. Dashed lines correspond to the symmetry elements from
�d�. �Scanning parameters: �a� 80 pA, −1.8 V �B,C,D� 0.3 nA,
−0.1 V.�

FIG. 3. Synchrotron radiation XPD �h�=880 eV� patterns of
1ML of Dy3N@C80 �Ih� on Cu�111�. �a� Experimental C 1s-XPD.
�b� Best-fit C 1s-SSC. �c� Experimental N 1s-XPD. �d� Best-fit
N 1s-SSC.
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equivalent emitter-scatterer directions is directly reflected in
the broad shape of the maxima. Due to the single photoelec-
tron emitter per molecule, the N 1s photoelectron-diffraction
pattern �Fig. 3�c�� is highly anisotropic ��20%�. It is there-
fore possible to measure clearly distinguishable diffraction
features even at this low nitrogen concentration of only about
�1 atom /nm2 within the Dy3N@C80 �Ih� monolayer. Single
scattering cluster �SSC� simulations18 have been used to find
the molecular orientation yielding the lowest reliability fac-
tor �R factor� and hence the best agreement with
experiment.19 Backscattering from substrate atoms has been
neglected since the backscattering yield is very low within
the kinetic-energy range used for this work ��400 eV�.

From both the C 1s- and the N 1s-XPD patterns, it is
found that, similar to C60, the C80 cage is facing toward the
surface with a hexagon. However, the exact orientation of the
hexagon in C80 differs from the one determined for C60. As
mentioned in the previous section, STM stipulates an out-of-
plane rotation of the cage which is confirmed by XPD.20 The
best fit with experiment is obtained for a tilt angle � of the
hexagon face of 3° �2° with respect to the �111� plane of
the substrate and an azimuthal orientation �=4° �2°, which
compares well with the STM result from which � can be
estimated to about 6° �6°. Figure 1 illustrates this best-fit
orientation of the C80 cage. Only the cage orientation shown
in the bottom part of Fig. 2�e� is thus compatible with XPD.
The alternative model derived from STM �upper part of Fig.
2�e�� can be excluded based on the SSC analysis. We note
that the R factor has a shallow minimum around this adsorp-
tion configuration which is reflected in the relatively large
error associated with the cage orientation. We have however
also independently determined the cage orientation from the
N 1s-XPD data, and the same orientational angles were
found to give the lowest R factor, suggesting that the actual
error is smaller than the value quoted above. The position of
the endohedral nitrogen atom in the direction orthogonal to
the surface has also been determined by SSC. It is found that
the nitrogen atom remains at a position close to the center of
the C80 cage also in the adsorbed state �Fig. 1�. A pronounced
minimum is found for a position of the nitrogen atom at
0.1�0.2 Å below the geometrical center of the cage. As can
be seen by comparing Figs. 3�a�–3�d�, respectively, the
agreement between simulated and measured diffraction pat-
terns is excellent for both C 1s and N 1s patterns.

While C 1s and N 1s photoelectron-diffraction patterns of
excellent quality could be measured by standard
synchrotron-based angle-scanned XPD, similar recording of
Dy 4d patterns proved unsuccessful. The large number of
final states leads to a significant broadening of the Dy 4d
peak21 resulting in a low peak-to-background ratio. In con-
junction with the strongly anisotropic secondary electron
background �due to the close-lying Cu 3s photoelectron
peak� this prevents a clear assignment of diffraction features
to Dy 4d photoelectrons. In order to increase the peak-to-
background ratio we used rXPD.22,23 Here this technique is
exploited to enhance the signal-to-background ratio of Dy
emitters. The signal at a given energy is proportional to the
ratio between the cross section and the line width. As out-
lined above, the broad Dy 4d multiplet inhibits the observa-
tion of off-resonance Dy 4d XPD patterns, although the

Dy 4d photoemission cross section is significantly larger
than that of N 1s. Resonant excitation of the Dy 3d-4f tran-
sition enhances the cross section to linewidth ratio by more
than 2 orders of magnitude. As shown below, the angular
modulation of the corresponding Auger-electron emission al-
lows for the acquisition of statistically significant Dy-related
diffraction data.

The inset in Fig. 4�a� shows the x-ray absorption spectrum
of one monolayer of Dy3N@C80 �Ih� on Cu�111�. It corre-
sponds to that of trivalent Dy and peaks at about 1291 eV
photon energy,24 where the MN absorption and subsequent
electron emission with a kinetic energy of 1281 eV are high-
est. Figure 4�a� shows the dependence of the electron emis-
sion intensity on the photon energy. The Cu 3d substrate va-
lence band emission remains constant at a binding energy of
4 eV, as does the resonant Dy-MNN emission at 10.5 eV
binding energy. This indicates that most of the emission is
due to Auger resonant Raman de-excitation, where the pho-
toexcited electron still resides on the Dy atom while it de-
excites and not due to a regular Auger de-excitation that is
independent of the photon energy.25 However, both of these
Auger emission processes are expected to have localized

FIG. 4. �Color online� rXPD of Dy-MNN Auger lines. �a� Reso-
nant enhancement of Auger lines �dotted lines� as a function of
photon energy. The inset shows the corresponding x-ray absorption
spectrum across the Dy MV edge �3d�. The dashed line designates
the photon energy of 1291.5 eV. �b� Dy-MNN-rXPD of 1ML
Dy3N@C80 �Ih� on Cu�111�, recorded at a photon energy of 1291.5
eV. �c� Best-fit SSC simulation �upper half, see text for details� and
simulation based on disordered endohedral unit �lower half�.
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electron source waves that are a prerequisite for the interpre-
tation of angle-scanned electron-diffraction data, and we may
thus make use of their greatly enhanced signal-to-
background ratio.

Figure 4�b� shows a rXPD pattern recorded at a photon
energy of 1291.5 eV on the strongest Dy-MNN Auger fea-
ture. The ordering of the fullerene cages as evidenced by the
data in Fig. 3 also imposes a diffraction pattern with sizable
contrast for Dy emitters that are randomly distributed on a
sphere inside the carbon cage �see lower half of Fig. 4�c��.
The unsatisfactory R factor and small anisotropy of this
simulation do however clearly exclude this possibility. This
infers that there exists order between the cage and the en-
dohedral units. Further SSC simulations show that this en-
dohedral ordering is different from the one found in bulk
phases.8,20 It must therefore be concluded that the endohedral
Dy3N unit “feels” the underlying Cu�111� surface and adopts
suitable orientations.

To investigate further on the orientation of the endohedral
Dy3N unit, the experimental Dy-rXPD pattern has been com-
pared to a series of SSC simulations based on different
model systems, considering both planar and pyramidal en-
dohedral units. A slight deviation from planarity in bulk crys-
tals has been suggested in the literature8 but smaller
��0.1 Å� than for other endohedral trimetallic nitride cluster
fullerenes.5 Details on the SSC simulations can be found
elsewhere.20 To summarize these simulations, we find that a
single orientation for the endohedral unit is not sufficient to
reproduce the experimental Dy-rXPD pattern. Also, it is not
possible to clearly evidence or exclude a possible pyramidal-
ization of the endohedral unit. However, two coexisting en-
dohedral configurations—one with a planar unit inclined
with respect to the �111� surface and a slightly pyramidal one
approximately parallel to the surface—satisfactorily repro-
duce the experiment. The corresponding best-fit Dy-SSC cal-
culation is shown in Fig. 4�c� �upper half�. Also with this

pattern that assumes endohedral Dy3N units with different
conformations, the agreement between simulation and ex-
periment is not as good as for the N 1s and C 1s patterns
with the R factor being approximately 30% larger. Since an
isotropic distribution of the endohedral atoms can be ex-
cluded �Fig. 4�c� lower half� it can nevertheless be concluded
that the endohedral unit adopts its orientation to the presence
of the underlying surface, resulting in more than one coex-
isting orientations of the endohedral unit in the adsorbed
state. This is in line with several coexisting orientations of
the latter within cocrystals.5,8,26,27

With the large variety of currently available multiatom
endohedral fullerenes,28 the adsorption of such endohedral
fullerenes on single-crystal surfaces provides a means to cre-
ate ordered arrays of endohedral decoupled clusters, which
might be oriented by application of external fields. The
present study has shown that monolayer-thick ordered arrays
of endohedral fullerenes can be grown and characterized on
single-crystal surfaces, opening the way for future experi-
ments exploring these ideas which would be relevant for
nanoscale information storage.

In summary, we have shown that the endohedral fullerene
Dy3N@C80 �Ih� adsorbs on Cu�111� in a way that at mono-
layer coverage, both the cage and the endohedral unit are
ordered. The C80 cage faces toward the surface with a hexa-
gon whose plane is slightly tilted with respect to the sub-
strate. The look inside the endohedral fullerene indicates that
the nitrogen remains near the center of the cage and the
endohedral Dy3 unit takes at least two inequivalent orienta-
tions in the C80 cages on the substrate surface.
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